Clinical notes are a rich source of information about patient state. However, using them effectively presents many challenges. In this work we present two methods for summarizing clinical notes into patient-level representations. The resulting representations are evaluated on a range of prediction tasks and cohort sizes. The new representations offer significant predictive performance gains over the common baselines of Bag of Words and topic model representations across all tested tasks and cohort sizes.
Introduction
Longitudinal clinical data are complex and high dimensional. Researchers must make challenging decisions that can have a significant impact on predictive performance and clinical findings when preparing the data for analysis. Finding a good representation for clinical data is a critical step in designing studies and constitutes a grand challenge for machine learning researchers interested in health care.
In this paper, we study how to learn good representations of clinical notes. Notes record crucial details about patient care and expert insights that cannot be found elsewhere in electronic health records (EHRs), but they also present a number of challenges to health care researchers, including high dimensionality, sparsity, and complex structure. A good representation of clinical text should directly mitigate or admit simple strategies for overcoming these challenges. Moreover, it should be useful across a wide range of clinical prediction tasks and research questions and require minimal task-specific customization.
We take a deep learning approach to constructing data-driven representations of clinical text that address these challenges and overcome the shortcomings of text representations that are commonly used in clinical informatics research. In particular, we describe two approaches based on deep learning techniques commonly used in natural language processing (NLP): the first approach, embed and aggregate, uses GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) to learn low-dimensional, dense embeddings of clinical terms. We then derive patient-level representations from the term embeddings using simple operations, e.g., max pooling, across individual notes and sequences of notes. In the second approach, we use recurrent neural nets (RNNs) (Elman, 1990 ) with an embedding layer to directly learn hidden representations of terms, notes, and patients simultaneously.
We trained both approaches on a large corpus of clinical notes from a major US research hospital. We evaluated the resulting patient representations using simple linear classifiers on cohort sizes ranging from 125 to 4,000 patients to predict complex clinical outcomes and diagnoses. Across all outcomes and cohort sizes, our patient embeddings outperformed baseline representations based on bag of words (BOW) and topic models by large margins.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss the challenges and desiderata of effective representations of clinical text in greater detail in section 2. We describe our data, methods, and experimental results in section 3, section 4, and section 5, respectively. We conclude with a discussion of related work (section 6) and the implications and limitations of our work with an eye toward future work (section 7).
Background
Clinical text is one of the richest sources of information about patients and health care that can be found in EHRs. Researchers The standard representation for clinical text is bag of words (BOW), which represents a document as counts over a predefined vocabulary. BOW is intuitive and easy to construct and manipulate. It admits simple heuristics for dimensionality reduction (e.g., discarding words that are too frequent or infrequent) and schemes for incorporating information about relative frequency, e.g., TF-IDF. However, BOW fails to fully address many of the challenges presented by clinical text, leading health informatics researchers to seek alternatives (Halpern et al. First, clinical notes are intrinsically high dimensional due to their diversity of topics, specialized vocabulary, and combinatorial nature. Naive representations such as BOW can yield input (feature) vectors with hundreds of thousands of dimensions. Patient cohorts, on the other hand, commonly number in the tens to hundreds, even at hospitals with millions of digital records. This invokes the "curse of dimensionality," making statistical models difficult to train without aggressive dimensionality reduction or regularization.
In a related problem, clinical text data are also inherently sparse: phrases describing important clinical concepts may occur in only a handful of records. This makes it difficult to discover a reliable statistical relationship between an outcome and such phrases, as well as the concepts they denote. This problem is exacerbated by noise and ambiguity in clinical text: "tachycardia" may alternatively be described as a "rapid heart rate" or "arrhythmia." One can easily imagine cases where the common BOW dimensionality reduction heuristic of discarding rare terms actually removes all mentions of an important concept.
Clinical notes also exhibit a hierarchical sequential structure: a longitudinal patient record includes a time series of notes, each itself consisting of a sequence of words. This poses a trade-off between simplicity and fidelity when choosing a representation: directly modeling this "sequence of sequences" structure requires a complex model architecture and most likely a large amount of training data. In contrast, representing a patient history as a BOW is simple and flexible but discards information about time and order. There is a spectrum of choices between these extremes, but they often involve only slightly less complexity (Choi et al., 2016a) or ad hoc decisions about, e.g., windowing time (Schuler et al., 2016) .
In this paper, we present two methods for representing clinical text that occupy different points on the simplicity-richness spectrum. We evaluate the representations within the framework of transfer learning -we first learn how to represent patients using a source task with no or relatively plentiful labels, and then use the learned representations for new target tasks in which we learn to predict future events from small training samples. The resulting models are then evaluated on held out test patients. The first method, embedand-aggregate, is very simple and requires no external labels for supervision. The second method uses recurrent neural nets to explicitly model the sequential nature of the notes, and is supervised using labels derived from contemporaneous diagnosis codes.
Data
Our data set includes records collected over a five year period for patients in a major US research hospital. These records were extracted into a clinical data warehouse, where they were cleaned and de-identified before being made available for research purposes. Each patients data comprises a timestamped series of encounters with care providers over the five year period. Encounters generate both structured and unstructured data. The structured data typically consists of discrete codes from controlled vocabularies for diagnoses, medications, and procedures, along with quantitative measurements such as vitals and laboratory measurements. The unstructured data consists of the free text of clinical notes written by care providers documenting each encounter and other aspects of patient care. In all, the warehouse contains tens of millions of encounters and clinical notes for several million patients. However, the effective size of the data is much smaller (roughly a million notes for a hundred thousand patients) after it has been filtered for usable data as described below.
Text processing
The text of the clinical notes was first processed using the National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO) Annotator (LePendu et al., 2013), which extracts occurrences of terms in an expansive vocabulary of biomedical terms compiled from a collection of controlled terminologies and biomedical ontologies. The NCBO Annotator further flags each mention for negation (e.g., "atrial fibrillation was ruled out") and family history (e.g., "The patients father had hypertension"). Following annotation, each note is converted into a BOW representation and any terms that are not recognized as biomedical concepts are discarded. This is per institutional policy and not a specific research choice.
Finally, terms are normalized to unique biomedical concepts using the Unified Medical Language System MetaThesaurus, which provides a mapping of strings to Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs) (Bodenreider, 2004) . We retained negated concepts as distinct elements in our vocabulary because negative findings are often informative. Finally, we removed concepts that appeared in fewer than 50 or more than 10 million notes. This resulted in a final vocabulary of 107,388 CUIs. For the remainder of this paper, we will refer to CUIs as "words" for convenience. We discuss implications of this text processing in section 4 and section 7.
Data splits
Each patient's longitudinal record was split into two "eras," a label era that includes the last six months of the record and an input era comprising the 12 months prior to the label era. We derived labels for target learning tasks, e.g., mortality, from structured data in the label era only. Clinical notes from the input era form the inputs for the target tasks. We trained embedding models (and topic model baselines) on data from the input era exclusively.
We retained only those patients with usable labels and one or more non-empty annotated clinical notes in their input era, yielding a final data set of 115,232 patients and 2,735,6487 notes. This final set was then split into training, validation, and test sets with 69,417, 11,290, and 34,525 patients and 1,644,841, 275,684, and 815,122 notes, respectively.
Methods
We approach learning to represent patient clinical notes in the framework of transfer learning, in which we learn to represent a patient's clinical notes on a source task, and use the resulting representations for new target tasks.
Embed and Aggregate
In this approach, we break up the source task into two phases. First, we learn word embeddings using methods such as GloVe or word2vec. These embeddings are then aggregated into patient level embeddings using simple functions -min, mean, and max -applied elementwise to the embedding dimensions. Note that this aggregation is over two levels -word embeddings are first combined into note representations, and then into patient level representations. Neither phase uses external labels, and are unsupervised. We explored word embeddings learned from both clinical text and from biomedical research article abstracts as detailed below.
GloVe embeddings learned from clinical notes
We used GloVe to learn word embeddings from clinical text using a range of dimensionality and context sizes. In order to overcome the loss of the ordering of words in our input corpus, we adopted a technique used for learning embeddings of medical codes (Choi et al., 2016a,b), which are naturally unordered, and represent each note using 2 random orderings of its words. We ran GloVe for 25 iterations.
Word embeddings from research article abstracts
We also evaluated word embeddings learned from 350,000 biomedical journal article abstracts in (De Vine et al., 2014) . Terms in the abstract text were mapped to UMLS CUIs, and the embeddings were learned using the word2vec skip-gram model with a window size of 5 and dimensionality of 200. Embeddings for 52,000 CUIs are publicly available, 1 and approximately 28,000 of those are in our vocabulary. We refer to these embeddings as MCEMJ (Medical Concept Embeddings from Medical Journals).
Aggregation of word embeddings
We constructed fixed length representations of the patients using simple functions -min, mean, and max -applied element-wise to the word embeddings within each note. We explored a range of embedding sizes, along with concatenation of embeddings resulting from different aggregation methods, and concatenation of embeddings learned from different data sources.
Recurrent neural nets
In this approach, we use recurrent neural nets whose inputs are a sequence of bag of words vectors representing the clinical notes for a given patient's input era. This approach jointly learns word-, note-, and patient-level embeddings. Models are trained using input era data only and are then used as fixed feature extractors for the target tasks.
Neural Net Supervision
Supervision for the recurrent neural net source task was provided by Clinical Classification Software (CCS) 2 codes derived from structured diagnosis codes from the input era. CCS maps 12,856 diagnosis codes into 254 broad disease categories such as lung cancer or cardiac dysrhythmias, and have previously been used as supervision labels for the training of recurrent neural nets (Choi et al., 2016a) because it dramatically reduces the label space. We formulated learning as a multi-task sequence classification problem in which the final hidden state of the net is used as a representation for a multi-task problem with CCS labels aggregated over the patient's input era. In preliminary experiments, this approach consistently outperformed providing supervision at each step using only that encounter's codes.
Architecture
As in other work using recurrent nets to model patient data, the input to our recurrent nets were many-hot vectors representing the unordered bag of words for each note (Choi et al., 2016a). Typically, the first layer of the network multiplies an embedding matrix by this vector, effectively summing the embeddings to arrive at a note level representation that is 
Learning details
We used tanh activations, dropout with drop probability 0.2, and a dense layer with binary cross-entropies for the multi-task supervision. Networks were trained with RMSProp (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) for 100 epochs using a batch size of 32 and maximum sequence length of 50, with longer sequences truncated to keep the most recent notes. The models were implemented in Keras 1.2.0 (Chollet, 2015) with a Tensorflow 0.12.1 backend (Abadi et al., 2016) on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU.
We explored initializing the embedding layer of our recurrent nets using word embeddings learned from the clinical notes or from from research article abstracts. We found that random initialization consistently outperformed initialization with pre-trained embeddings.
Baselines -Bag of words and topic models
We compared the learned representations against BOW and topic model representations of words and notes respectively. For the BOW experiments, we limited the vocabulary to the 15,000 most frequent words in each training subsample. Word counts were then summed over each patient's input notes. Latent Dirichlet Allocation was used to fit a topic model on training notes using Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010). The model was then used to estimate topic distributions for validation and test set notes. 300 topics were fit over two passes through the training notes. The topic distributions for each note were aggregated into patient-level representations using mean and max pooling.
Experiments
Our primary evaluation consists of 9 prediction tasks in which representations derived from clinical notes from the input eras of training patients are used to fit linear models predicting the occurrence of clinical outcomes in the patients' label eras. The resulting models are evaluated on held out test patients. The prediction targets include three complex outcomes -all causes mortality, inpatient admissions, and emergency room visits -in addition to the six more prevalent CCS diagnosis code categories -cardiac dysrhythmias; diabetes mellitus without complication; disorders of lipid metabolism; essential hypertension; spondylosis, invertebral disc disorders, other back problems; and thyroid disorders. Note that the former targets were not used in any source task, while the latter targets were used in supervision of the RNN models, although in they were contemporaneous with the inputs instead of occurring in the future in that case.
For each task and representation, we take 20 random subsamples of training patients, balanced to 20% prevalence of positive cases. The various patient representations for these subsamples are used to fit L2 regularized logistic regression models, tuned by 5-fold cross validation on each training subsample. This process is repeated with N = 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 random training patients in each subsample. Models fit to each subsample are evaluated on a set of test patients with the natural prevalence of the outcomes. For the embed-and-aggregate representations, it was advantageous to concatenate the min, mean and max aggregated embeddings derived from both the clinical notes and research article abstracts. We report results for this representation along with the best performing embed-and-aggregate representation using just clinical notes. Among the RNN representations, we found that the max aggregated GRU with 600 hidden units and random initialization generally performed best across all tasks and subsample sizes.
For all outcomes, we see the same general pattern: the RNN-based representation was dominant at small sample sizes (N less than 1000), but for larger training sets, the embedand-aggregate features and BOW baseline rapidly caught up and, in some cases, surpassed the RNN (ER visits for the embeddings, mortality for both). This suggests that the difference in performance is attributable at least in part to dimensionality: the embeddings have 3-4 times as many features as the RNN, BOW another order of magnitude more. For very small values of N , these high dimensional data make learning very difficult and require greater regularization. As the number of examples approaches the number of features, (1000 examples or more), the classifier is better able to exploit the the higher dimensional representations.
For the CCS code outcomes, the RNN representation maintained a consistent advantage over the other methods, even as the sample size increases. This is likely because supervision of the RNN models includes these outcomes, albeit in the input era instead of in the future. The source task training encourages the RNN to encode information about past diagnoses, which is unsurprisingly useful for predicting future diagnostic codes. One could easily imagine closing the gap with the RNN by simply appending past diagnoses (or some . What is more, the topic model baseline is outperformed by the BOW baseline at even modest sample sizes (500 examples or more). One could imagine a variety of schemes for trying to improve topic model-based performance, such as using more topics or including supervision, but previous work casts doubt on whether this will be successful (Halpern et al., 2012).
Intrinsic evaluation of word embeddings
Word embeddings are typically evaluated using analogy-like tasks that test whether or not the geometry of the word embeddings recapitulates known relationships between words. We evaluated the word level embeddings learned from clinical text, research article abstracts, and through the recurrent net models using the Medical Relatedness Property framework developed in (Choi et al., 2016b) . In this framework, we test whether word embeddings express known may treat and may prevent relationships between drugs and indications using vector arithmetic. For instance, if d 1 , d 2 , m 1 , and m 2 denote two drugs and indications respectively, and the relation r holds for (d 1 , m 1 ) and (d 2 , m 2 ), we check whether or not the following holds for their respective embeddings:
More precisely, the quality metric is the ratio of concepts for which at least one of the top-40 neighbors of e d 1 − e m 1 + e m 2 satisfies the relation r with m 2 . Results are shown in Table 1 Interestingly, we found that GloVe embeddings performed better than the MCEMJ embeddings, despite randomized word orders and a significantly larger vocabulary. In addition, embeddings from randomly initialized neural models perform poorly at this task despite their effectiveness in the patient level prediction tasks, suggesting that word level evaluations are not particularly predictive of utility in such tasks. 2015) found that across a number of clinical data mining questions, using NCBO Annotator used in this work yielded comparable performance to a more computationally intensive commercial NLP pipeline including syntactic parsing and part-of-speech tagging.
Related Work
Although our results suggest they may be superseded by word embeddings, topic models such as latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei et al. . Our work stands out in two ways: first, we focus on the small patient cohort regime, whereas these prior works use far larger training sets. Second, we find that a conceptually simple approach, embed-and-aggregate, is competitive with a more complex architecture.
Discussion
We have presented two methods for representing clinical notes that offer compelling advantages over BOW and topic model representations across a range of tasks and cohort sizes. The embed-and-aggregate method in particular represents a sweet spot in the performance-complexity trade-off because it is remarkably simple to learn, distribute and use, requiring little in the way of specialized hardware or software.
Our work has important limitations. First,the evaluation tasks are not entirely in the spirit of the work; targets like future inpatient admissions and diagnoses are actually plentiful since they can be derived from structured EHR data. It would be preferable to evaluate on prediction targets derived from clinician chart review for rare or subtle diagnoses, and to evaluate them in cohorts of patients that reflect intended usage instead of the general population. It is for such targets that improved patient representations can have the greatest impact.
Second, our methods start with highly processed abstracts of the raw text. This processing trades off information about the text for simplicity and ease of use. However, it may also leave a lot of performance on the table. We found that embeddings learned from randomized orderings of the processed notes performs better in our evaluations than embeddings learned from the full text of journal abstracts. In fairness, however, the latter embeddings were tuned through intrinsic evaluations rather than prediction performance.
Our results also beg the question of why recurrent neural net representations, which more explicitly model the structure of the data, do not offer a more significant performance advantage than the embed-and-aggregate. We suspect this is because we do not in fact have enough data and good supervision to support the training of a higher capacity model. We note that the best embed-and-aggregate representations have significantly higher dimensionality than the best RNN representation. Finally, we have not addressed interpretability and portability of the representations across institutions. 
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